USS Vesuvius, NCC-71985
Stardate 10403.23
Episode 6

New friends and old enemies…

Drifting and blind as a bat…

The Vesuvius tumbled out of control caught in a level 8 shock wave when the tetrahedron fired and blew a large chunk of the planet below away. She has stabilized for now, but critical systems are off-line. Life support is at minimum. The Vesuvius drifts helplessly in space, blind and defenseless to the hostile force that hovers above Arimus III.

LtCmdr Toir was left charge of the bridge when Cmdr Lane and Lt Lorehani left on the pretense of settling a problem in engineering. Commander Horn was transported to sickbay with unknown injuries.

Prior to the attack, the CO, CMO and all residents of Arimus III were evacuated to an underwater installation on Ariumus IV. The Away Team is currently unable to contact the Vesuvius and do not know of her fate.

Commander Stricker, on the transport Del Rey met with a level 4 shockwave.  After it passed, the Del Rey continued on course to rendezvous with the Vesuvius, but the transport can only travel at warp 1.8. He is still approximately 1.5 hours out from her last known location.

The tetrahedron still hovers above Arimus III while the ghost-image above the polar region has disappeared….

=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

CIV Horn says:
:: In Sickbay ::

FCO Lorehani says:
:: On Deck 2 with Cmdr Lane. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Leans on the wall trying to get her legs to work long enough to get her to sickbay ::
FCO: Lore, I don't think I can get there on my own now. I guess you better get  a med team here.

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: What’s the status of our shields?  When can we have them back?

$XO Stricker says:
:: Still onboard the Del Rey ::   Computer: What's my ETA to the Vesuvius?

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Sir at the moment I am assessing the damage.  Will get back to you in a few minutes.

Host Rhygar says:
@:: Walking around the installation checking in with many of the other species ::

CMO Bannister says:
<Doctor Ibsen> :: Injects a hypo into Commander Horn. ::

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Gets her shoulder underneath Hope's armpit. ::   CSO: Hope, you are not alone.  Let's get going...   :: Taps her combadge as she continues to walk. ::   *Sickbay*: Two for emergency beamout...Cmdr Lane and myself...

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Wonders what Rhygar will decide with the treatment he proposed to cure the dragons from the disease. ::

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: Well, make that a priority we have an enemy vessel out there and we need protection let me know when we have power for them

CIV Horn says:
:: Begins to wake up ::

Host Rhygar says:
@:: Slowly comes around to the CMO ::    CMO: Doctor...your Captain needed rest.  He is sleeping in a protected area at the moment.

CTO Naug says:
AFCO: Keep working on control of any type so we can move

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> Estimated time of arrival in 1.5 hours.

CIV Horn says:
:: Sits up and shakes her head ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Hangs on to Lore's arm as she struggles to walk ::

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO: Ok Hope, one foot in front of the other...  I'll carry you if you need it.  I maybe small but I'm stronger then I look.

CMO Bannister says:
@Rhygar:  Very well, Dragon sir.  Have you decided on the treatment I proposed to you?

CIV Horn says:
:: Looks around ::

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Sir, I have major damage here. Dilithium crystals are cracked, matter/anti matter reactor injectors are shot, several nozzles are damaged and misaligned.  Main Computer core is down, warp and impulse engines are down.  I also have plasma leaks from EPS conduits all over the ship and blown consoles.

CIV Horn says:
Self: What happened?

Host Rhygar says:
@CMO: Yes...I would like you to begin your treatment...and I thank you for all your hard work in this

CMO Bannister says:
<Doctor Ibsen> CIV: Not too fast.  You sustained a concussion.   :: She smiles and pushes the Commander back down softly. ::

XO Stricker says:
$Computer: If I transfer auxiliary power to engines will I be able to go any fast them warp factor 1.8?

CMO Bannister says:
@Rhygar: Oh, it's really no problem at all.  If I can save lives then I will have done my job.

CIV Horn says:
Doc: I have to get to the bridge

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: Understood do what you can, but we need to see and have shields at lest before anything else

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Unless the fusion reactors are online and functioning, it is going to take a while, but we don't have a while so let me see what I can do in 30 minutes.

CSO Lane says:
:: Does her best to smile ::   FCO: Thanks, it's nice to know you're here, but right now I could use a shot of something…   :: Winces ::

CMO Bannister says:
<Doctor Ibsen> CIV:  Very well, but don't work too hard.

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: I have faith in you,  Naug out

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> XO: You only have 15% auxiliary power left. It will make a very small difference to engine power.

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Now we have to get into the jefferies tubes again...I want you to get behind me and wrap your arms around my neck.  I'll be the one climbing down the stairs.   :: Looks around for the jefferies panel. ::

CIV Horn says:
:: Sits back up, swings her legs around and tries to stand ::

XO Stricker says:
$Computer: Transfer all remaining auxiliary power to life support. Now, how much emergency power do I have left?

CTO Naug says:
:: Goes back to TAC one and tries the sensors again, getting frustrated he kneels down under the console and rips off a panel to see what he might be able to do to reroute something to get sensors to work ::

Host Rhygar says:
@CMO: I thank you again, Doctor.  If you need anything, please ask one of the others around here...they will get whatever you need.

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> XO: You are at one quarter emergency power.

CSO Lane says:
FCO: I'll do my best, but if we can't do it this way, I want you to go to sickbay and find help. Is that understood?

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Pulls off the panel. ::   CSO:  Hope, I need you to climb in.  It's only a short crawl to the juncture.

CIV Horn says:
:: Walks around sickbay for a few seconds, trying to get the wobbles out of her legs ::

Host Rhygar says:
@:: Moves off to survey the evacuee's ::

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Damn Hope, don't you get it...I'm the only help you got.  Sickbay is going to be busy with the casualties.  It was not a small tap in the arm we sustained...

XO Stricker says:
$Computer: Transfer all emergency power to the shields and anything you can to the engines. I also want secondary power rerouted to both life support and engines.

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Walks over to his equipment and prepares his instruments for the treatment at hand. ::

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> XO: Acknowledged!

CSO Lane says:
:: Raises an eyebrow at Lore ::   FCO: Lore, what kind of language is that?

CTO Naug says:
:: Sparks fly out and he mutters something in Klingon ::

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO: My mad language...get over it...Now climb in or I'll throw you in.

EO Bishara says:
:: Heads for the fusion reactors to see what is usable ::

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: Has the CSO and FCO made it down there yet

CSO Lane says:
:: Starts to climb in ::   Self: Sheesh, what a grouch!

XO Stricker says:
$:: Open another hailing frequency to the USS Vesuvius ::   COM: USS Vesuvius: This is Lieutenant Commander Stricker calling the USS Vesuvius, please respond to my messages, over.

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Walks over to one of the dragons. ::   Dragon:  Would you like to go first?

EO Bishara says:
Self: Now to see what I can do here.   :: Starts to work ::   *CTO*: Not as of yet sir.

CIV Horn says:
:: Once steady on her feet heads out into the hallway to the nearest turbolift ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: Commander Stricker still receives static...

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: Have them contact me when they get there

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Understood

CIV Horn says:
*Bridge*: Horn to bridge, what is our current situation?

Host Sheri says:
@<Tyron> :: Nods his head at the CMO ::

EO Bishara says:
:: Smiles as 5 of the 8 reactors jump to life ::

XO Stricker says:
$Self: Darn it...   Computer: Is there anyway you can scan the Vesuvius with the long range sensors?

EO Bishara says:
Self:  Good, now lets see if I can get the other 3 online.

CTO Naug says:
*CIV*: This is Naug, how are you feeling? You took a pretty good blow

CSO Lane says:
:: Grabs on to the FCO ::   FCO: Ok, let's try this.

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Crawls in after her. ::   CSO: Hope how are you feeling?

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Smiles. ::   Tyron: This shouldn't hurt at all.  Perhaps you should close your eyes though just in case.   :: Puts on his special outfit so that he doesn't become irradiated.  Slowly he begins to administer the radiation to the dragon's affected areas. ::

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> XO: The long range sensors are currently offline due to power allocated reroutes to engines, like support and shields.

EO Bishara says:
:: Begins to start them up and smiles as they too jump to life ::   Self: Thank the gods I had these extras put in before we left.

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Now try not to choke me will ya...   :: Positions herself so she has one foot on the stairs. ::

CIV Horn says:
*CTO*: I'll live

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Oh I'll survive, but my legs are almost completely numb now.

XO Stricker says:
$Computer: Can I detect the Vesuvius on normal lateral sensors?

CTO Naug says:
*CIV*: Everything on the ship is down, we are blind, drifting and the only thing working is life support at minimal

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO: That is why you are using mine...   :: Begins the descent slowly. ::

CMO Bannister says:
@:: He moves from one section to the next, spreading the radiation throughout the dragon's body. ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Hangs on for dear life ::   FCO: Slowly Lore.

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Mutters ::   CSO:  If I go any slower I'll be standing still.

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Slowly finishes off the one dragon and uses his tricorder to scan him. ::   Tyron:  How does that feel?

CSO Lane says:
FCO: I wonder how Toir is doing up there?

Host Sheri says:
@<Tyron> CMO: I didn't feel a thing.  How long before things start to heal up?

CTO Naug says:
*CIV*: Where are you at the moment?

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Chuckles at the picture ::   CSO:  I bet he is in heaven…middle of a battle…the odds are against us...He is probably enjoying himself.

CIV Horn says:
:: Tries to enter the turbo lift but was caught off guard when the doors did not open ::

CIV Horn says:
*CTO*: Are turbolifts off line also?

CTO Naug says:
:: Still working at different consoles trying to get something to work ::

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Sir besides the 10 primary fusion reactors that are already here, I have the other 8 online and functioning.  I am going to reroute and reallocate power the best I can through out the ship.  I recommend that we operate the ship in grey mode till we need the extra power.

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Thinks for a moment. ::   Tyron:  Well I'm no expert in dragon physiology but I would imagine that it will take some time for your scales and membranes to heal, but they shall indeed heal.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION:  A console near the CTO sparks and catches on fire...

CTO Naug says:
*CIV*: Yes everything, you will have to use the jefferies tubes to move around   :: Jumps back and burns his hands a little ::

CSO Lane says:
FCO: You're probably right.

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Also sir, I can give you transporters for a one shot transport, but only one shot sir.

Host Sheri says:
@<Tyron> CMO: Thank you, doctor...you have saved dragon-kind

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> XO: The ship is out of regular sensor range

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Feels her foot slip and winces. ::

EO Bishara says:
Out Loud: Augusfratt!!!  There goes another console!

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: Do what ever you thin is best…it's in your hands, and we'll save the transport for an emergency

CSO Lane says:
:: Feels the slip as well and grabs on tighter ::   FCO: Careful! It's a long way down.

CTO Naug says:
:: Takes the sleeve of his arm to bat the flame out ::

XO Stricker says:
$Computer: But I've set course so they should show up on navigational sensors, no?

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Understood. Shutting down non essential systems and rerouting power now.

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Smiles and nods. ::   Tyron:  Dragon-kind have been extremely cooperative in helping me find a way to rid you of these nano-bots.

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> XO: This is correct

CIV Horn says:
:: Uses some colorful words and begins to take the scenic route to the bridge ::

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  About 30 some decks to be precise...   :: Gets her footing once again and continues. ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The ship slowly goes into grey mode...

CTO Naug says:
:: Hand is starting to hurt but he shrugs it off and awaits word for the EO ::

XO Stricker says:
$Computer: Ok, well can I scan the ship's life signs or damage control from this range on navigational sensors?

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Are you alright? We can stop and rest for a moment.

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO: I'll be fine...we need to get you to sickbay...What a question to ask a warrior.
:: Teasing in her voice. ::

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Continues on his trek and begins to administer the radiation to the next dragon. ::

EO Bishara says:
Ens. Spanner:  Reallocate fusion reactors 1-4 for life support, reactors 5-8 minimal ships power needs, 9-12 for shields, 13-15 for weapons, and 16-18 for thrusters and engines when I can get them up for the impulse.

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Sorry, but you seemed a bit unsteady there for a moment. I guess I am rather heavy to carry.

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> XO: No, you're not yet in range for the bio or tactical sensors.

CTO Naug says:
:: Sits in the captain's chair and slams his fist down on the arm out of frustration forgetting about his burnt hand and yelps in pain ::

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO: I've carried heavier.  You should see my brother.

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: I have reallocate fusion reactors 1-4 for life support, reactors 5-8 minimal ships power needs, 9-12 for shields, 13-15 for weapons, and 16-18 for thrusters and engines when I can get them up for the impulse.

CIV Horn says:
:: After much huffing and puffing finally arrives a the bridge ::

CTO Naug says:
:: Works console checking the shields ::

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: You have all the power I can get to you without compromising vital ships functions.

CSO Lane says:
FCO: OK where are we now?   :: Looks down for the next level indicator ::

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: Understood.  Keep at it

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Will do sir.  Shields should be at least 50%

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Radiates a section with a large amount of nano-probes. ::

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: Can you do anything for sensors

CIV Horn says:
CTO: What is the situation?

XO Stricker says:
$Computer: Please replicate me a tall glass of cold Rygellian spring water. I need to sit on this thought...

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The FCO and CSO make it to the hatch to Deck 12...

CTO Naug says:
:: Looks up ::   CIV: Sorry sir, didn't see you come in

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Looks at the same indicator...well it looks like deck...   :: Groans ::   12

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: You should have at least 45% on the sensors for the moment.

CIV Horn says:
CTO: Had to take the long route

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Ok, let's see if we can get it open.   :: Grabs the ladder rung and hangs on ::

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Climbs into the crawl space with Hope still on her back.  Shimmies down the corridor. ::

XO Stricker says:
$:: The computer replicates a tall glass of cold water for Tim ::

CTO Naug says:
CIV: We have 50% shields and 45% sensor capability and we have just now got impulse

CTO Naug says:
AFCO: Take us to all stop

FCO Lorehani says:
<AFCO> CTO:  All stop aye

EO Bishara says:
:: Watches the power grid as some systems begin to come to life ::

CIV Horn says:
CTO: Secondary computer core online yet?

CSO Lane says:
FCO: Ok Lore, rest for a moment.

EO Bishara says:
*Zeta Team*: How you people coming??

FCO Lorehani says:
CSO:  Ok I'm going to have to reposition myself so I can kick the panel off.   :: Rolls to her side dislodging Hope. ::

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Completes the treatment of another dragon and moves on to the next. ::

XO Stricker says:
$:: Begins to feel some anxiety, and knows water helps relax the pressure. Takes a small sip of his water and sighs in relief ::

CTO Naug says:
CIV: Not at he moment, but the EO has minimal power running major systems

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Sir I should have the secondary computer core online in a few minutes.  I have a team working on it.

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Turning herself in the cramped quarters her feet are now in front of the panel.  With both feet she slams them against it. ::

CTO Naug says:
CIV: Never mind that Cmdr.   *EO*: Understood

CSO Lane says:
:: Lays there waiting ::   FCO: Watch yourself. Those panels can be tough.

EO Bishara says:
<Zeta Team> *EO*: Ma'am we should have it up in 10 minutes.

CIV Horn says:
CTO: For the present, make engines and shields the priority.

EO Bishara says:
*Zeta Team*: Understood.  Good job.

XO Stricker says:
$Computer: Ok, you sack of circuits. What can you do for me? Can you tell me if the Vesuvius has communication problems?

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Whistles softly as he works on the dragons. ::

CIV Horn says:
CTO: Do we know the status of the away team?

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Sir secondary core will be online in 10 minutes baring any problems.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The FCO gets through without problems...

CTO Naug says:
:: Holding his hand into his belly ::   CIV: Already done sir, I gave the order for that already to the EO

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Hears the beautiful sound of a clang as the panel slams against the floor.  She jumps out. :: CSO:  Hope let's go.

EO Bishara says:
*Beta Team*: How the repairs coming with the EPS conduits and plasma relays coming?

CTO Naug says:
CIV: We don't have communications yet 

CSO Lane says:
:: Manages to crawl through the opening ::   FCO: Good work Lore.

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Gets underneath Hope's armpit again. ::   CSO:  Ok it's not much further.

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> You are not in sensor range to determine that theory.

CIV Horn says:
:: Looks at the CTO's hand ::   CTO: Get that hand taken care off. You are no good if you are injured

CTO Naug says:
CIV: It will be fine sir   :: Flexes his hand showing it's not really that bad, or to make it seem so anyway ::

XO Stricker says:
$Computer: Ok, computer, when are we in avid sensor range?

CSO Lane says:
:: Hangs on to the FCO tightly ::   FCO: You know I really appreciate this Lore.

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Makes her way to sickbay slowly. ::   CSO:  I know...no words are needed.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The corridor is in shambles.  A support beam comes loose falling onto the FCO and CSO...

CTO Naug says:
:: Looks over sensor readings trying to see were they are and what out there ::

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Carefully climbs on a dragon's back and begins to irradiate parts on the back of its
neck. ::

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Flattened by a support beam ::

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Smashes her head on the floor and is rendered unconscious. ::

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> XO: Not for another 25 minutes.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The FCO and CSO are pinned under the bulkhead...

CTO Naug says:
:: Sees nothing but static ::   *EO*: I thought you said we had 45% power to sensors, they are not working still

CSO Lane says:
:: Falls to the floor under Lore and can't move ::   FCO: Lore, are you alright?

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Doesn't respond ::

CIV Horn says:
:: Moves over to the OPS panel and sees what she can do from the bridge ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: A few people came running when they heard the sound of the crashing bulkhead and start to try to remove it from the FCO and CSO...

CSO Lane says:
:: Tries to move but can only get one hand to move a little ::   FCO: Lore!

CMO Bannister says:
@Self: This is going to take a while.   :: Looks around at all the dragons. ::

XO Stricker says:
$Computer: Ok well computer send a message to Starfleet command with the following. This is Lieutenant Commander Stricker, XO, USS Vesuvius. I've been trying to hail my ship for several hours and there has been no response to a total of 6 hails. This is warning, I will investigate further,

CSO Lane says:
:: Hears noise and calls out ::   All: We're under here. Get us out!

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The people try desperately to free the CSO and FCO...

XO Stricker says:
$: :Hears the sensor warning go off ::   Computer: What is that?

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Sir that is because the relays to the sensors were taken out with the bulkhead that is pinning the FCO and CSO.  I have Delta Team working on it.

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Climbs down from the dragon's back and moves to another dragon, beginning the treatment on it. ::

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> XO: There is a Starfleet vessel off the starboard bow. Ship unknown, class is Nebula.

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: Let me know when they’re back online, we can't move until they’re up

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The Del Rey receives a hail from the incoming vessel...

XO Stricker says:
$Computer: Open hailing link

CSO Lane says:
:: Continues to try and rouse Lore ::   FCO: Lore, can you give me some kind of signal? Are you hurt?

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Trying sir, I am going to reroute through the secondary conduits and pray sir that they too don't blowout.

XO Stricker says:
$<Computer> XO: Link open

Host Admiral Royce says:
#COM: Del Rey:  Transport Del Rey, this is the Atlantis...can you read us?

CIV Horn says:
:: Hears about the CSO and FCO being pinned ::   CTO: Can't we beam them straight to sickbay, or are the transporters offline also?

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Continues to administer the radiation to the affected dragons. ::

XO Stricker says:
$COM: Atlantis: This is Lieutenant Commander Stricker onboard the transport vessel Del Rey. I copy you loud and clear, over.

Host Admiral Royce says:
#COM: XO: My ship received a faint distress signal from the Vesuvius.  Do you know her status?

CTO Naug says:
CIV: They are, but the EO tells me we have enough for 1 and only 1 transport, no more.  I was holding it off for an emergency

CIV Horn says:
CTO: Crewmen being trapped and possible injured is not an emergency?

XO Stricker says:
$COM: Adm: No Admiral Royce, I am coming back from a leave of absence and was hit by a shockwave. All my sensors are on the frits, over.

Host Admiral Royce says:
#COM: XO:  Prepare to beam to my ship.  We'll take you to her.

CIV Horn says:
CTO: Beam them straight to sickbay so their injuries can be treated

XO Stricker says:
$COM: Adm: Thank you Admiral. Also my transport requires some serious repairs. I'm ready to beam over…over.

CMO Bannister says:
@:: Counts the number of dragons left to cure...he still had a great number left. ::

CTO Naug says:
CIV: Forgive me sir but if we transported every crewmen that was trapped then we wouldn’t have to ability to use it the one time we do have

CSO Lane says:
:: Hears their rescuers and tries to help ::   All: Under here.

Host Admiral Royce says:
ACTION: The XO beams over to the bridge of the Atlantis...

EO Bishara says:
:: Sees that the secondary repairs have been made and the power increase is registering a higher percentage ::   Self: Great balls of fire.   *Delta Team*: Great job!!!  You earned your pay for the month.

CTO Naug says:
:: Works what’s left of his console and gets a lock on the CSO and FCO ::   CIV: Transporting them, SIR

Host Admiral Royce says:
ACTION: The FCO and CSO are transported to sickbay.  The transporter circuits then burn out...

XO Stricker says:
#Admiral Royce: Admiral sir, Lieutenant Commander Robert Stricker reporting.

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Sir repairs completed to secondary power systems, secondary computer core online, and you will be happy to hear that I can get you to 1/2 impulse power.  Sensors are at 60%.

CIV Horn says:
CTO: Thank you

CTO Naug says:
CIV: All transporters are down now

CIV Horn says:
CTO: Understood

EO Bishara says:
:: Smiles a big smile ::

Host Admiral Royce says:
#:: Nods at the XO ::   XO: Relax, Commander...please report to my sickbay so Doctor Aola can check you over.  Then report back here.

CSO Lane says:
:: Sees that they are in sickbay and promptly passes out from the pain ::

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: Very good   :: Checks the sensors to see if they are working yet ::

EO Bishara says:
Ens. Spanner: Watch the power allotments we cant afford to blow out any more relays.

XO Stricker says:
#Admiral Royce: Aye Admiral!   :: Walk into the turbo lift ::   Turbolift: Sickbay please

CIV Horn says:
CTO: Just remember, we still have the transporters on shuttles in the shuttle bay

Host Admiral Royce says:
ACTION: The Atlantis streaks off to the last known location of the Vesuvius...

XO Stricker says:
#:: Gets off the turbolift and walks into sickbay, looking for the Doctor ::

CIV Horn says:
:: Goes back to the OPS panel and begins to route power from the panel to engines and shields ::

CTO Naug says:
CIV: The tetrahedron is still there but just hovering over what’s left of the planet

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Sir my repair teams are reporting in and repairs are proceeding.  I am going to effect re-crystallization of the dilithium crystals.  Keep your fingers crossed.

Host A-CMO-Aola says:
#:: Looks up and smiles ::   XO: Admiral Royce told me you were coming.  Please take this bio bed   :: Motions to the closest one ::

CIV Horn says:
CTO: That is the least of our problems at the moment. We need to get shields at 100% as soon as possible and then find the away team

XO Stricker says:
#CMO: Nice to meet you...   :: Takes a seat on the bio bed ::

Host A-CMO-Aola says:
ACTION: Doctor Aola examines the XO, then releases him...

CTO Naug says:
CIV: Sir, it is being worked on, we have 50% shields and all we can get, and the ship is the most of our problems being the reason we are in this mess

XO Stricker says:
#CMO: Thank you Doctor

XO Stricker says:
#:: Walks into the nearest turbolift and heads for the bridge ::

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Sir there is no way I can repair the damaged dilithium crystals fixed.  Warp drive is out unless we can pick up some dilithium crystals some where else.

XO Stricker says:
#:: Exits the turbolift and walks onto the bridge of the Atlantis ::

CTO Naug says:
*EO*: I figured as much EO.  Impulse will do for know, see what you can do to increase shield output

CIV Horn says:
CTO: If that ship decides to attack, we are dead. We are in no condition to fight. The only option is to try to get away from the area

CSO Lane says:
:: Lies there unconscious like the FCO ::

CTO Naug says:
CIV: With only impulse drive that not even a possibly against that ship

EO Bishara says:
*CTO*: Well more teams are reporting in that hey have succeeded in their repairs so you should be seeing the increase soon.

Host A-CMO-Aola says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

